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AN ALPINE JOURNEY
MARTIN ALLBUTT
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the meadow and through a brightly verdant valley, all rushing water
and happy flowers, to the greatest heights of the Furka Pass. Then;
the steep descent, wind whistling and carriage windows rattling
headlong down into the Rhone Valley, so swiftly one must strain
every nerve to hold the profundity of scale.
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Thus in a state of semi-ecstasy we arrived at Visp, norther
we
gateway to the Pennine Alps. It was towards late evening ; ks.
stopped awhile to buy petrol for the stove and to adjust rucksac
The air felt body warm and though the sun had sunk from sight there
remained two hours of daylight still. On this, our first march
indeed the first exercise for several days the pace was of deliberateda
slowness. Meandering by darkening pine-woods, the surging Visp .
soporific, thoughts of to-morrow seemed wrapped in a warm cocoon
At Stalden we camped, selecting for a site an orchard within a stone's
throw of the village water-pump. This was an unfortunate choice as
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the litter of fallen apples, overlooked beneath the ground-sheet in
the gathering dusk felt ball-bearing hard well before morning.
However, the satisfaction of mastering again the art of cooking a
three-course meal over a single petrol burner with only one set of
" billies " was not spoilt by this.
Many factors contributed an early start, not the least insomnia,
which was as well, for with heavy full packs it was a very long way to
Saas Balen. Frustrating too were the narrowed horizons of the deep
gorge of the Saas Tal ; but then suddenly the landscape unclasped,
and clustered in a bowl of green golden meadows were the white and
yellow varnished dwellings of Saas. Above, and all around, was a
whiteness of snow burning incandescent in the noon sun. It was a
relief to have to turn to material needs. A passing haymaker, tanned
and creased like old brown leather, his scythe arching from head to
heel, directed us to a nearby field where we would find the new-mown
grass an acme of comfort. Resting and revived with mugs of hot
coffee we elected to attempt the Weissmies, an easy snow peak whose
4,000 metres should produce some useful acclimatisation.
The ascent to the Weissmies Hut and of the entire mountain
remains always in my mind as the ideal of a classic alpine excursion.
A gentle climb from the homely valley through a treasury of alpine
flowers, changing to woodland that sheltered startled butterflies.
Then barer regions of greying turf, the air haunting with straying
melodies rung from tremulous bells, succeeded to rockier places
which shyly disclosed an incongruous hut. In the last hours of daylight
I walked to the edge of the Trift Glacier to survey the terrain of our
proposed route.
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fell away beneath and above was nothing save a luminous blue. The
summit held clear of cloud, which now rushed like a mill-race below.
The valleys were hidden and the few gathered peaks intimated the
presence of an Alpine elite thrusting upwards all the more
magnificently.
The sight of the conspicuous trail of the ordinary route taken by
other parties impressed us with the human need for warmth and
sustenance. So down to lower places we bounced, slithered and
spun. The upper cwm of the Trift was stifling and through slush and
debris we staggered to reach the lateral moraine leading down to the
hut. There we gained firmer ground and a growing momentum as
under the feet boulders turned to gravel and gravel turned to soil.
Within the soil tiny encampments of flowers, bright scarlet, blue and
yellow, devoted sparse resources to the creation of living beauty.
At last we reached the hut where we paused for refreshment, but
there was no need to linger, for this night we would spend aloof and
luxurious in that sweet meadow.
The following two days marked an abortive effort to cross over
the Alphubel-Joch into Zermatt. The strenuous carry of our gear to
the Brittania Hut was rewarded only by the ignominy of carrying it
all down again. We had emerged from the hut at 4 a.m. to find that
nadir of Alpine weather rain and mist. The guardian assured us
that our enterprise would be foolhardy in the conditions and became
almost belligerent when he mistook our depressed enthusiasm for
determined persistence. Our eagerness to be in Zermatt that day overrided any desire to wait a day in hopes that the cloud and wetness
would disperse, and late in the afternoon we stepped from the train
on to Zermatt station having done more than fair justice to our
boot-soles by walking the road from Stalden to St. Niklaus.
If the ambition to visit a place has been for long so strong as to
constitute a modus vivendi the actual moment when that ambition is
realised can prove terribly barren. This was not so with Zermatt.
Perhaps the absence of motor-vehicles and lack of any obvious modern
encumbrance accentuated a certain stepping back in time, making one
more aware of the definitive history of mountaineering sport. Along
these streets have strode, triumphantly or in dejection, the greatest of
mountaineers in their season and found here the source of their
achievements and aspirations. Yet in spite of being so sequestered in
the heart of noble mountains the town itself does not disclose its
ultimate treasure. Only when the outskirts are reached and one is free
of the last impending chalet is the Matterhorn finally visible, with its
lines leaping upwards to a culminating point, thrusting upwards
through the still air like the prow of a ship. We camped that evening
in green meadows beyond the town, with the tent opening towards
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the Matterhorn.
The morning brought again fresh blue skies. Pessimistic that the
influx of fine weather might not last, we determined that our first
objective would be the Monte Rosa and then the Matterhorn if
conditions remained good. By afternoon the sun's heat was furnacesearing, inducing a light-headedness. There must also have been a
light-limbed feeling for at the Gornergrat we realised that we had
added 1,500 feet of useless ascent. To be peered at with malignant
curiosity by the hordes of clean tourists somewhat depressed oui
morale, especially as we were forced to make a clumsy descent to the
glacier over steep rotten rock littered so abundantly with their refuse.
Crossing the glacier was like swimming an ocean and we were among
the last to arrive at the Rosahutte already overcrowded with skiers
bound for the smooth long runs of the Monte Rosa.
We avoided the crush by making a comparatively late start, and
were even more behind through threading all the wrong ways through
an initial boulder moraine of colossal dimensions. We were on the
lower slopes when dawn's light first touched the tip of Lyskamm.
Successive peaks received the blessing in strict order of seniority, as
down their flanks spilled a red-gold glory. The mountains, roused
from passive oblivion, revealed their immensity, their complexity ;
then, after a too brief moment dissolved again, becoming featureless
in the crescendo of light.
We pressed onwards using new energies released by the sun's
warmth, revelling now in the crystallinity of frozen snow vibrant
beneath our boots and axe. The final summit ridge needed care, and
is perhaps unique in providing opportunity for the highest rockclimbing one is likely to encounter in Europe certainly in
Switzerland. At the summit cairn a full party was in progress and we
ioined a group of Spaniards, exchanging with them reminiscences of
the Pyrenees for long draughts of red wine from their inevitable
gourds. The air was calm, yet southward over Italy all was turbulent
motion as seas of cloud swirled and writhed like a beseiging army
striving for access to the northern valleys. We mechanically absorbed
the vast panorama from Mt. Blanc to the Jungfrau, recognising that
the greatest altitude seldom presents the most inspiring view, and
turned with physical reluctance to the downward journey.
Six to seven hours later, seated in a cafe in Zermatt caressing
glasses of cool milk, we found cause for congratulation. After all,
the ascent of six thousand feet and descent of twelve thousand feet
was not such a bad day almost as good as the fourteen peaks.
I recall now a trifle sadness, remembering how it was we failed to
complete the ascent of the Matterhorn. Conditions were good as the
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guides in Zermatt had willingly assured us. The amble to the Hornli
on a warm afternoon was blithesome, the evening in the hut hilarious
in the company of some lads from Liverpool. Alas, on the mountain
the mood of gaiety vanished, seeming to be abandoned with the first
reaching for a handhold in the rock. We climbed into a madly tilted
world ; everywhere was a deceptive looseness that was so treacherous
to the climber apprenticed on the firm reassurance of British crags.
We held to our proven technique tenaciously, suspecting it useless
but hoping the in-bred routine of belays and runners would maintain
our fast dwindling confidence. Our nerve was finally shattered when
on the steep slabs below the Solvay we encountered a returning
stretcher party swinging down a bound and muffled corpse. We
descended.
Once more in Zermatt, no more to return. Our next endeavour
took us over the Col d'Herens and down into Les Hauderes. It made
a grinding day, as the snow on the Col was very soft and viciously
retardive, so that the later it became the softer turned the snow.
Several times on the upper glacier of the Ferpecle we were able to test
the theory that two on a glacier is as safe a number as three. With
relief we reached the honeycombed ice of the true glacier only to be
frustrated anew, for when we stepped on to tempting ridges of
moraine we found they were merely loose detritus overlying smooth
polished ice a combination of ice and rock more wicked than
verglas.
Les Hauderes stands in relation to Arolla as does Stalden to
Zermatt. The overt Frenchness of the Val d'Herens contrasts abruptly
with the essentially German character of Zermatt and the Nikolaital,
recalling a similar contrast of qualities discovered in the Pyrenees.
Experiencing this contrast after days of toil is one of the fascinations
of mountain travel, which we were to extend further by crossing to
Italy over the Col de Colon. Before that, there was time for another
peak, and clearly the choice must Mt. Colon. Unfortunately we only
had to this area a 3-inch map and no guide book, and in our innocence
thought that it would be feasible from the south-side. The north face,
steep, complex, braced with hanging glaciers and dominating the
whole Arolla scene looked impregnable.
We established a camp site on a platform above the broad
Arolla Glacier, proud that its altitude of 8,000 feet gave a personal
record, proud too of the small cone of orange canvass mimicking the
mighty red rock pinnacles above.
The Arolla Glacier makes a smooth generous highway, rising
easily to the Col de Colon, but a less suitable route to Mt. Colon
would be hard to find. From the col we climbed steep snow to the
right until looking northwards we descried our objective, or what we
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imagined was it a smooth slope of snow leading to a lofty summit,
with figures just discernible visible thereon. Between us was a flat
wide basin some fifteen hundred feet below. One always sacrifices
height with reluctance, sometimes with misgivings, and the folly of
this move became apparent as the true Mt. Colon came into view.
The distant peak was the Pigne d'Arolla, three miles away. Also the
new face of Mt. Colon offered no better hopes of a favourable route.
However, behind lay a more reasonable prospect ; linked to the
main mass by a serrated shattered ridge was a subsidiary peak
identified as L'Eveque. Only a glint of ice on the higher parts
suggested any difficulty and there we thought we might still save the
day.
L'Eveque (the Bishop) is one of the few points from which no
restful valley fields and trees can be seen, nothing except rank upon
rank of sculptured mountain ridges stretching to the dark horizons.
Divorced from any sense of scale we felt we could encompass all
this cosmic world in the palm of one's hand. It was a splendid
moment ; no matter the crushing fatigue of return, especially the
re-ascent of those fifteen hundred feet to the Col. Even a thunderstorm which that night slashed the mountains and billowed the tent
could not dislodge our peace.
There remained now only three days before we must be in
Chamonix. The craving for high mountains' pleasures had been more
than adequately subdued and we resolved on the least strenuous way,
having in any case to relinquish the original intention of completing
the Haute route. The tent was stowed, rucksacks packed and
shouldered, legs geared into steady marching rhythm. Along the well
remembered Arolla Glacier, over the Col, then ever descending
down to the bed of the Val d'Aosta. Our first contact with humanity
was with grey-dusty workmen constructing a dam, who provided a
welcome lift to Aosta. The impression of Aosta was akin to that of
Pamplona ; the latin atmosphere of infectious gaiety and the chance
to indulge mountain sharpened appetites with fruit, wine and delicious
ice cream to excess. The tent was pitched in deep greensward beneath
a grove of soaring poplars, and made a picture which completed the
parallel.
From Aosta a short train and 'bus journey brought us next
morning to Courmayeur. The telepherique carried our rucksacks to
the Col de Geant, and free of their pressing burden we leisurely
floated up the 5,000 feet to the Torino Hut. A previous visit to this
hut had been high-lighted by the magnificence of the sunset, and this
occasion did not fail the precedent. As the sun dropped from sight
the shadow of the mass of Mt. Blanc crept like contagion over the
country. At the furthest eastern horizon fell the apex of the shadow ;
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the purples, greens and amber became the fading heralds of the dawn
of night.
On the final day we had arranged to meet Brad and Tony. The
morning clarity permitted a farewell look back to the Matterhorn and
Monte Rosa before we plunged into the Valle~e Blanche. There its
recompense of solitude is sadly no more, desecrated by pendulating
cable-cars. The sunken Mer de Glace was busy with tourists but at
least the track beyond Montenvers was quiet and serene and fragrant
with pine.
In Chamonix we felt lost among the welter of strange faces, and
found it hard to believe that at this place in a very short while would
emerge the familiar faces of Tony and Brad. Yet so it was, precisely
at the appointed hour ; the circle was complete.
In Zermatt, just beyond the town and in view of the Matterhorn,
stands a carved wooden fountain spilling clear water into a hollowed
wooden trough. To hear once more the crystal music of that fountain
and feel its coolness running through my fingers symbolised so
perfectly my desire to tread again the Alpine paths.
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